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In this interview, Klein tells the Bulletin’s Dan Drollette about her latest non-fiction
book, This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs the Climate
(http://thischangeseverything.org/), published by Simon & Schuster in 2014. The
book takes no prisoners, pointing at weak government efforts to address climate
change; environmental groups that have compromised with industry on too many
issues; what she considers to be pie-in-the-sky “techno-fixes” such as carbon
sequestering; conservatives who consistently deny climate change is even happening;
and corporations that Klein thinks are seeking to earn a profit by scuttling efforts to
deal with the crisis.
Her solution is to rebuild society along more equitable and local lines: raising food
locally; making big investments in renewable energy; and ending government
subsidies for the fossil fuel industry. She offers the dramatic expansion of renewable
energy use in Germany and the Scandinavian countries as examples of government
and citizens coming together to forge change and calls for a broad-based citizen’s
movement to do the same in North America—harkening back as far as the Abolitionist
movement for an example of such change. She also talks about the recent upheaval in
national politics in her native Canada and how it may affect the upcoming climate
change talks in Paris.
BAS: With the recent election of Justin Trudeau in the news—a politician who said he
is personally going to head Canada’s delegation to the Paris talks—and with what
seems to be more effort from the Obama administration, do you think that things are
starting to look more serious this time around when it comes to climate talks?
Klein: I think that things are looking better than at the end of the Copenhagen
summit—but you know that people were pretty optimistic before Copenhagen started.
And I think the most significant shift is the fact that China and India are coming to the
table with some really impressive targets.
And it’s going to be harder to play that sort of Northern/Southern hemisphere blame
game—which has been the sort of fault line that has stood in the way of progress.
And I think it is significant that some of the most belligerent actors will not be present,
in the form of [former Australian Prime Minister] Tony Abbott or [former Canadian
Prime Minister] Stephen Harper. But I wouldn’t get overly excited about what a
Canadian, Trudeau-led delegation is going to bring to the table. Trudeau was very
vague on the election trail; he very pointedly did not make pledges about emissionsreduction targets. I think he said explicitly that they don’t have time to change the
course that Harper has set the country on, and Trudeau is going to be coming to Paris
with the same targets that the Harper administration had put forward—which are
pathetic.
But the hope is that maybe we’ll be able to push Trudeau a little bit further.
However, even though there have been significant signs of progress, if every
government made good on the pledges that they have already made—and we know
what the major economies are bringing to the table in Paris—that still would not put us
on the course to keeping things to a 2-degree Celsius temperature rise. It would put us
on a course closer to a 3-degree temperature rise.
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And that’s assuming that the targets are enforced. Which is assuming a lot, because we
know that they will not be genuinely binding—there’s no penalties attached. If there
aren’t serious penalties attached to failing to meet agreed-upon targets from the
agreement, then the agreement is effectively already broken. Governments don’t take
them seriously, and fossil fuel companies don’t take them seriously. We saw that after
Kyoto, where Canada bailed out after agreeing to it.
BAS: One of the shocking things to read in your book was that all these trade
agreements essentially say that free trade trumps everything else, including
environmental concerns. Economic growth always comes first; climate second.
Klein: And we’re seeing a flurry of these new trade deals, with the United States and
China, and with Europe and the United States, to name just a few of the larger
partnerships. There is this fundamental contradiction between what governments are
negotiating in trade summits and what they’re negotiating at climate summits. There’s
seemingly very little desire to reconcile the two.
It’s like they’re on these two parallel tracks and don’t communicate with each other.
Twenty years ago the trade lawyers could plead ignorance and say that they weren’t
really up on climate change. But that’s not true anymore. It’s really a willful
compartmentalization, because it’s hard to reconcile that kind of trade with a radical
carbon reduction agenda.
BAS: The book laid out a case for the large environmental groups—“Big Green”—
being in bed with Big Oil. The Environmental Defense Fund came off particularly
badly.
Klein: Even the Sierra Club had a really ugly chapter, in which they were taking many
millions from a natural gas company which had a very clear financial interest in
shutting down coal plants because it was creating a market for them.
And frankly I think the same is true for Michael Bloomberg—who continues to be a
major funder for the Sierra Club—because Bloomberg as a businessman is massively
invested in natural gas. He has a dedicated fund for his $33 billion worth of wealth
that specializes in oil and gas. And he continues to be a vocal advocate in favor of
fracking in New York State.
What do I take away from this? I love the Sierra Club, I have friends who work there,
they do fantastic work. But I frankly don’t see a huge difference between the conflict of
interest with Michael Bloomberg and some of the other conflicts of interest I
mentioned in the book.
That said, I think the Sierra Club has definitely gotten on the right side of the fracking
fight. Unlike the Environmental Defense Fund, which continues to try to broker these
so-called “best practices” for fracking at a time when the people affected by fracking
are being very clear that they want outright bans.
What’s interesting is what has been happening in places like New York State, where
local green organizations have been challenging the relevancy of some of these Big
Green groups that started that whole “split the difference” middle ground approach—
and Big Green is to the right of Cuomo, which is not a place where you want to be.
There’s been the emergence of a harder-core, grass-roots movement that I call
‘Blockadia’—and because it is growing, and so strong, and resonating with so many
people, these new movements are winning huge victories, like the ban on fracking in
New York State. And the grassroots is making these Big Green groups irrelevant.
BAS: You have faith in the back to basics, grass-roots, local, environmentalism and
what it can do? You believe in the power of Blockadia?
Klein: It’s not that I have faith in project-by-project, place-based resistance to get
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emissions down to the level that we need to get them down to. What I think is that this
movement has put up some very significant barriers to investment in things like fossil
fuel extraction—combined with the drop in oil and gas prices—so we are seeing some
very significant impacts. For instance, Shell recently announced that they were going
to take a $2 billion write-down (http://www.marketwatch.com/story/shell-takes2-bln-write-down-on-canada-project-2015-10-28), basically saying goodbye to $2
billion in the tar sands on a project that they had already done.
And they explicitly said it was due to a combination of the economics and the lack of
pipeline capacity. The price of oil is down so much that it is not as profitable to extract
these very, very heavy oils that require so much costly refining.
And the pipelines, such as Keystone XL, Kinder Morgan, Northern Gateway, and
Energy East, have been opposed so strongly by members of the public. There’s no
point in digging it up if they can’t get it out.
I’m certain that Shell’s announcement is because of this combination of low prices and
local movements.
And included in these local movements are the indigenous movements, which have the
added power of their legal rights as recognized by the Canadian constitution, which
says that these projects can’t go forward without consulting the indigenous people.
And according to the the UN Declaration of Rights for Indigenous People

(https://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjM
_bKYkqfJAhUINT4KHc4_D7MQFggdMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.un.org
%2Fesa%2Fsocdev%2Funpfii%2Fdocuments%2FDRIPS_en.pdf&usg=AFQjCNF
sAoTgiIMEVUHfEXbBn_03AJhJTg&bvm=bv.108194040,d.cWw), these projects
must have the indigenous peoples’ consent.
Our courts in Canada have affirmed these rights again and again. So to investors, the
future is looking uncertain enough that they’re starting to cancel.
That said, I don’t think this is enough. We need to pivot from these sort of project-byproject victories, where carbon is being kept in the ground, to policy victories at the
national and international levels.
We need an international moratorium on our fixed drilling. This would be a great time
to do it, when you have companies like Shell pulling out.
But Obama is absolutely right when he says that he let Shell go up there because
someone is going to drill in the Arctic, and it may as well be them. However, that
doesn’t have to be the end of the story; Obama could be leading all Arctic nations to
have a drilling moratorium—that’s what we need.
So, I am not in any way saying that Blockadia is enough. I am saying that it has revived
the cause, and kept a lot of carbon in the ground. But it’s not enough; only policy can
do that.
BAS: You don’t really think much of cap-and-trade, or market-based solutions, or the
kind of thing that the book characterizes as Davos-style, feel-good, celebrity billionaire
pro-business environmentalism. You really emphasize the role of regulations, of bans,
of policy-oriented solutions?
Klein: I think when it comes to stopping harmful activities, yes. We have to get back
to saying “no” to big corporations, and taking some very strong actions, including
prosecution of companies like Exxon, which we now know were doing their own
climate research in the 1970s—and then proceeded to fund the climate change denial
movement.
I think we need to take a look at the model of the legislation surrounding the tobacco
companies, in terms of taking more of the profits from the polluters to pay for the
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transition.
I’m a big fan of bans, of moratoriums, of clear and unyielding caps on how much
carbon you can take out of the ground. We have a carbon budget, and we need to
allocate it fairly. I think it’s possible to do this, but we just have not tried. We have a
body that looks at oil supplies—OPEC—but they don’t look at it from a climate
perspective. It can be done, but they’re just looking at it from a financial perspective.
I’m not suggesting that we should leave this up to OPEC, but that this is not as hard as
people make it out to be.
The problem is the crippling ideological grip of neoliberalism since Reagan, which
makes it intellectually heretical to suggest the top-down, regulatory sort of approach to
keeping planet-destabilizing carbon in the ground.
But having said that, I do think that all kinds of incentives, including market-based
ones, can play a huge part, in terms of rolling out renewables. We’ve seen some really
great examples of how that can work, in Germany and elsewhere, where they’ve used a
feed-in tariffs program that has led to the proliferation of all sorts of different business
models for owning renewable energy projects; everything from small businesses to
state-run utilities to hundreds of new energy cooperatives. The price of solar has gone
down by 95 percent, and this has all happened because of a combination of a huge
amount of public investment in R&D and the market. And we all owe a huge debt to
Germany for making the public investments that have helped to drive the price down.
BAS: So you’ve never been anti-market?
Klein: I think that what I’ve been saying gets misinterpreted; I’ve never made the
argument that there’s no role for markets. But I do argue that leaving it all to the
market is madness. We can’t just say, “Oh, the price of renewables is going down so we
can relax; the market is doing its work of creative destruction, and the use of fossil
fuels will go the way of the dodo.”
The market can do a lot, but it just can’t get us off of fossil fuels by mid-century—or
even the end of the century. All by itself, it cannot get us to zero emissions. It just can’t
do it, because the fossil fuel companies are so strong now. They’ve had so long to
accumulate economic and political power, which translates into the power to slow us
down. That’s what we saw with Exxon, they caused us to waste decades. And they’ll
waste decades more if we let them.
BAS: We’ve talked about oil companies. What about the actual oil-producing states
themselves? They all seem to be making the right noises about reducing domestic
consumption, increasing conservation, increasing energy efficiency, and investing in
renewables for when the oil runs out. Or do you think that’s all hot air?
Klein: Well, I cannot speak on their behalf, nor do I know what’s in the minds of the
rulers of the petro-states.
But there’s no doubt that there have been massive investments in renewables in petro
states—it’s a part of the world that is so climate-impacted, there’s tremendous water
scarcity there in the best of times. I think there’s all sorts of indications that the petrostates understand their vulnerability to climate change, because a lot of them are
involved in land-grabbing in Africa because they’re worried about food supply.
They know they’re vulnerable to climate change; I’m sure you saw that horrifying
paper in Nature—the peer-reviewed journal—which said that parts of the Middle East
are going to become uninhabitable for humanity

(http://www.nature.com/articles/nclimate2833.epdf?
referrer_access_token=ztQMuus6_kb8LU495zPFEdRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0O
ZpZnipSID05z1sMtFpyQJIBXPEiHECZySbcPV-XkFfvyUJFaVkA-_XeKAl_M6N1c9duFqg728Peji-5DQl_D3YgzlcKsAqKpfVWh1-6XfS378-
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kctc5W5bajbX3Wh9k8qwzU3x6vivYJRcJGu8jSoBxxu7x1pjfC3ndimcKxc4vqpetd
Be8p9ioxG6eMNUz54BeWBxmMUXOW1c20Bx2V&tracking_referrer=www.scie
ntificamerican.com).
And things are getting bad there, in terms of climate.
I was in Iraq after the war to do some reporting, and I’ve never been hotter than I was
in Baghdad. And the people there were telling me that the water cooling systems they
have on the roofs—sort of like our air conditioners but with a different design—are no
longer able to handle the heat. It’s gotten so much hotter that their air conditioners
don’t work.
This is why the book focuses on the need for responses to climate change that also are
responses to inequality. There’s this “disaster apartheid,” where, if you have money,
you can simply drive away and check into a hotel when things get bad. The same was
true in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, when the floodwaters came.
But if you don’t have the financial ability, you are dependent on the state for a
functioning disaster response, and you can be completely abandoned. I think we saw
this in the heat wave in India this summer, where the more than 2,000 people who
died this summer were poor people who can’t afford bottled water, who can’t afford air
conditioning. Meanwhile, the wealthy have ways of protecting themselves from the
worst effects of climate change.
BAS: In the book, you rebutted the claim by some environmentalists that the fight
against climate change would bring us all together. You cited examples in which some
people found a way to profiteer off of this—such as a private security firm to patrol
your expensively engineered, stormproof home and protect your possessions when the
next flood arrive—with the net result that wedges were driven between everyone.
Klein: This is where I come to climate from. My previous book, The Shock Doctrine,
was all about this. It was about the rise of “disaster capitalism” after wars. When I
started writing it, the book was about military and economic crises and how they are
used to push further privatization—and how these situations offer moments for
intense profiteering. Because that’s what was happening in Iraq after invasion.
And as I was writing it, I was starting to see how the same sort of thing was cropping
up in the aftermath of natural disasters like the Asian tsunami and Hurricane Katrina:
privatized aid, privatized security infrastructure, privatized military, and so on. I felt
like I was catching a glimpse of the future when I was doing the field reporting.
And I think that’s why I feel so passionately about the fact that climate change is not
just about things getting hotter, it’s about things getting meaner and much more
divided. We saw this during Hurricane Katrina—and to a lesser extent, during
Hurricane Sandy—where there was such a huge gap between how that storm was
experienced by people of means and people who were in public housing. It’s very cruel
the way this plays out.
But that’s not the worst of it. The worst is when the developers come in and say, “Well,
let’s just bulldoze the public housing and have condos instead.” Or, “Let’s use this as
an opportunity to privatize the school system,” which is what happened in New
Orleans.
This is what our current economic system is built to do, and it does it. And I’ve spent a
lot of time documenting that.
We can count on that pattern continuing, unless there is a plan for a progressive
response to the climate crisis.
BAS: The book seemed like a call to arms when it came to that progressive response to
climate. It kept referring to previous successful mass movements, like the Abolition
movement and the civil rights movement. Do you consider them to be models to
http://thebulletin.org/naomi-klein-climate-change-makes-hotter-and-meaner-world?utm_source=hootsuite
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follow?
Klein: I think the Abolitionist movement set an important precedent. I don’t think we
have that many examples of social movements that have challenged capital to the
extent that a science-based, climate response is a challenge to very powerful, insular,
vested interests at the center of our economy.
I think there’s a lot of glossing over of that fact, when we just talk a lot about all the
great marketing opportunities that are available with renewable energy. Yeah, that
argument is true, but we also have to stand up to what are the most wealthy and most
powerful interests in our society: the fossil fuel companies and the banks that fund
them.
If you look back through American history, there really aren’t that many examples of
social movements that successfully do that. You can’t point to something like gay
marriage and say “Look, we’ve changed things from before.” Yes, we did, but gay
marriage didn’t take on vested financial interests in the same way. Women’s rights
didn’t challenge vested financial interests in that way.
That’s why I think that the two chapters of American history that we have the most to
learn from are the abolition of slavery while it was still profitable—which is highly
significant. And the other chapter being the period after the financial crash of 1929,
which saw the New Deal era come in, along with the introduction of legislation that
absolutely was a threat to capital in the sense that it increased taxes on the most welloff and represented a very serious redistribution of wealth. These chapters show that it
is possible to do it, short of wartime measures.
The other reason why I make the argument that we need this very broad-based
response to climate change is that it brings together various social movements to solve
multiple problems at once. Addressing climate change has the potential to bring jobs
and services to the most neglected parts of the United States, for instance. A united
front can get at the root causes of massive inequality. If you can do that, you can build
a movement where people will fight for a future that they want. Because it’s better than
their present.
And I think that’s something that the climate movement has always lacked. So far, it’s
always been a movement of people who, frankly, didn’t seem to have that much on the
line. And that’s why there’s this perception of climate activists as very middle-class and
bourgeois. Meanwhile, that movement has been up against forces that have everything
to lose. Exxon has everything to lose, Shell has everything to lose—and that’s they have
fought as dirty as they have over the years.
So, I think that that very broad-based, movement-building strategy is the only strategy
that could win.
BAS: What you’re saying reminds me of something that was in the book—
Klein: Yes, the way I phrased it was essentially: “What if climate changes turns out to
be a hoax, and all we wind up with is a fairer, more just society?”
The last thing I would like to say is that in Canada, where I live, we have begun to chart
what a post-carbon future could look like if we took justice seriously. Since the book
came out, I helped convene a meeting of 60 movement leaders in Canada: indigenous
leaders, labor leaders, people working on migrant rights and anti-poverty, and green
groups—including Greenpeace, and 350.org (a movement to decrease carbon dioxide
concentration in the atmosphere to 350 parts per million)—and we holed up for two
days and came up with a kind of people’s platform that we called the Leap Manifesto
(http://www.leapmanifesto.org) in honor of 2016 as a leap year.
BAS: Why the name “Leap”?
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Klein: Leap years are a great metaphor, because we change our human system in
deference to the Earth’s rotation around the sun. It shows that it’s easier to change our
rules than it is to change the laws of nature.
And so we wrote this platform, which shows that responding to climate change can
also be a response to all forms of inequality, on all fronts. The response to the Leap
Manifesto has been overwhelming, from Oxfam to Leonard Cohen; some political
parties have endorsed it, and we’ve got thousands and thousands of signatures.
We’ve been doing this so that we have something to pressure the new government
with, because as I said, Trudeau ran on a very vague, feel-good kind of platform that is
very sketchy on the details. And this when we know that this decade is very critical and
we’ve already wasted half of it with Stephen Harper. So we need to get working right
away. 350.org is doing a “climate welcome” when he moves into his new residence,
and one of the things he is going to be presented with is all the signatures of the Leap
Manifesto.
BAS: So, despite the depressing topic, you’re somewhat optimistic about the future?
Klein: Am I optimistic, do I believe that that will absolutely happen? You know, it
depends on the day.
But I think that if we respond to this crisis with the urgency, determination, and focus
that it deserves, we could build something beautiful.
(Editor’s note: This interview has been condensed and edited for clarity.)
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There are few major corporations left who deny that climate
change is occurring, or that humans' use of fossil fuels are mostly to blame
for the major changes of the last 100 years. Even some fossil fuel companies
are actively planning to get out of the fossil fuel business. Most of the
opponents of dealing with climate
change in the US Congress have motives based on funding by "extreme
right
wing" political activists such as the Kochs and/or evangelical Christian
notions that God would never allow His people to be destroyed by climate
change, or in the alternative climate change is God's warning that the
"end times" are near and we should prepare ourselves for
judgement. Some corporations (e.g.,
Exxon/Mobil) attempt to play both sides of the street. Making money from
fossil
fuels while also diversifying into new business areas. So far they've taken
only minor heat for such
duplicity. Bottom line: climate change is generally accepted as real
by a majority of the world's peoples.
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Klein's heart is in the right place, it is just her unrealistic, simplistic approach
and observations that I find troubling. In the Klein universe:
1) Indigenous peoples are all spiritual earth protectors-ignoring countless
historical and modern day examples to the contrary
2) The way to nirvana is through solar and wind exclusively and the adoption
of world wide redistribution of wealth
3) Nuclear energy is evil-despite zero CO2 emissions from the plant once
completed
4) The poor masses will rise up and peacefully take power over their
overlords
5) Economic growth is anathema to progress-despite the example of the
growth of green technologies over fossil fuels
7) Population control has no relevance in this discussion
8) The natural gas that heats our home and businesses (and replaces coal in
many of our power plants) is evil-especially the means to extract that gas i.e.
fracking
9) All mineral extraction is evil-despite their use in the manufacturing of
electronics and solar panels
10) Individuals have no personal responsibility in limiting their energy
consumption-regardless of the power source
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Something Beautiful? - coming out of battle for future economic reshuffle?
Klein thinks diminishing wealth and resources, combined with robotics,
offshoring, and worldwide depression will result Kumbaya campfires?
All those Wall St types, their greenie kids, and under employed inner city
blacks whites and browns - are gonna lend a hand to "emerging" Africans
and Asians. Share the diminishing wealth, eh?
Ya wanna see Blue Meanies? Look no further than the environmental left then add everyone to the right of the political spectrum.
Item : Outside Magazine is published in Santa Fe New Mexico - a place near
and dear to my heart. The resident population is pretty much aligned with
the magazine - on the plight of the poor vs endangered flora and fauna. In
these parts, 3rd world breeders are considered the enemy to wildlife resources to be left in the ground - water supplies - and the adventure
tourism they covet.
After a lifetime surrounded by Rockie Mountain and California Lefties I can
see more
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Looking at the record it's already too late to change where this is going.
Approximately 325,000 years ago the CO2 levels were around 300 ppm with
the average global temperature more than 2 C above pre-industrial levels.
We are over 400 ppm now. This isn't going to be fixed by anything we do
now we are going to just have to ride this insanity all the way down.
Extinction anyone?
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50% of forest bird species will go extinct in 50 years.
60% of flower species will go extinct in 50 years.
50% of mega cities will go extinct in 50 years.
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50% of mega cities will go extinct in 50 years.
90% of soil will go extinct in 50 years.
40% humanity will not have enough water in 15 years.
99% of Rhinos gone since 1914.
97% of Tigers gone since 1914.
90% of Lions gone since 1993.
90% of Sea Turtles gone since 1980.
90% of Monarch Butterflies gone since 1995.
90% of Big Ocean Fish gone since 1950.
80% of Antarctic Krill gone since 1975.
80% of Western Gorillas gone since 1955.
60% of Forest Elephants gone since 1970.
50% of Great Barrier Reef gone since 1985.
80% of Western Gorillas gone since 1955.
40% of Giraffes gone since 2000.
40% of ocean phytoplankton gone since 1950.
see more
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Klein/McKibben are funded by the Rockefellers, the Ford Foundation and
assorted private corporate interests to insure public acceptance of
government/corporate control over any future carbon taxes.
If James Hansen's idea that carbon taxes go 100% back to private citizens,
with 0% for corporate-government institutions, the power fiscal dynamic will
collapse. I suspect she's not smart enough to know what she's doing after
being thrust into greatness..
The world is set to run out of water so fast that we won't even have the time
or money for transition to renewable energy as Vaclav Smil, who's a "real"
energy expert would tell you here:
https://www.reddit.com/r/colla...
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What? Klein & McKibben funded by the Rockefellers? 360.org
contributions maybe, but neither Naomi/Bill nor 360.org is dependent
upon the Rockefeller funding. This is the worst kind of trolling....
mixing in propaganda in order to divide.
Maybe you might assess "smart enough" in a more public forum with
your name, and affiliation? Then, we'll see how smart you are.
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Cynicism breeds inaction and self-fulfilling prophecy. We must first internally
believe solutions exist and that if implemented they will change the course
of industrialized humanity... if we do this, our external reality will soon follow.
I'm hopeful that the leaders of this generation will emerge and succeed at
this task. Naomi is one of the great voices tying the together the economic
problem and the climate problem.
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I agree with you cosmiclimber ! Naomi Klein's work reflects her
unique perspective, communication skills, and the sheer intellectual
muscle she's applied to analyze the big picture. Klein and her peers
are way ahead in defining solutions. Climate deniers, corporate
giants who oppose carbon reductions should just 'get out of the
way'. I hope during the remainder of Paris climate summit, global
leaders do not 'sell out', give up, or reduce the AIM of containing
climate change to 2 degrees Celcius. Heaven help us.
http://thebulletin.org/naomi-klein-climate-change-makes-hotter-and-meaner-world?utm_source=hootsuite
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